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Key Digital partner up with AMX and Takes Control of Your Home
Automation System

Mount Vernon, NY – Key Digital, Inc., the experts in digital video technology and
solutions, announced today that they have partnered with AMX. AMX is a
technology-driven company that specializes in developing and marketing innovative
home theater control products. The AMX and Key Digital partner program is
designed to establish a tightly integrated network and organizations that is fueled by a
common goal of promoting consumer electronic device interoperability in home
automation.

“Key Digital’s collaboration with AMX will enable the use of audio and video
processing, switching and distribution while maintaining home automation control and
ease of use for which AMX is known for” said Michael Lakhter, Key Digitals VP of
Sales.

Key Digital now fully supports AMX Dynamic Device Discovery Protocol throughout
our product line. This feature enables integrators to effortlessly configure Key Digital
products within an AMX controlled environment.

Key Digital engineers worked closely with AMX in order to add the necessary AMX
beacon to our product software. The beacon is an identifier which allows AMX to
recognize the exact model Key Digital product as soon as it connected to the control
system. Once the model is identified, the AMX system will automatically download the
correct module from a database. This process happens with almost no effort on behalf of
the integrator and ensures correct system implementation.

Together with Key Digital’s highly anticipated video processor the KD-VPHD3 and the new
addition to the FAT Boy family the KD-MSV8X8 equipped with an AMX beacon makes any
application commercial or residential a plug and play reality.
®

Key Digital Systems is a CES award-winning developer and manufacturer of leading-edge
technology for HDTV applications, delivering total video systems solutions. The company
manufactures a wide range of digital video processing and video signal distribution solutions
marketed broadly to the HDTV community, such as digital video and audio processors,
switchers, distribution amplifiers, cables, adapters, and more. For more information, visit us
at www.keydigital.com .

